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 Autumn Spring Summer 

EYFS 

Mapping 

Environmental awareness 
v play with toy vehicles, people and animals on large floor playmat maps, using roads and paths with town and country features 
v make model layouts of places with toy furniture, buildings, vehicles, people and animals, which they can imagine themselves in and talk about as they play 
v play in a child-scale model environment in the playground, with road layouts and shops painted on the wall or boards that can be brought out and placed around 

the roads and talk about what they see and the way they go, using words like turn, left, forward, etc 
v go on walks in the area immediately around the school and talk about the features they pass, then retrace those routes on other occasions pointing out features 

they notice which are familiar or new to them 
Wayfinding 
v place buildings on large sheets of paper, which they can draw roads and paths between to drive toy vehicles along 
v go on walks in the area immediately around the school and talk about the way they are going, then retrace those routes on other occasions showing the way 
Map competency 
v look at large-scale oblique and vertical aerial photographs of the local area, talk about features they can see and trace routes along roads 
v talk about what they can see on a large full-colour picture map of a fun place, such as a leisure park 
v play with a large-scale map, drawn as a vertical view of the furniture in a room in school or of the features in a play area, then take the map into that area to find 

the features and point them out on the map and in the room 
v use a colour-based co-ordinates to find items on a grid layout 
v play with a softball or inflatable globe and floor playmat showing the country and the world 
Map interpretation skills 

v use a large-scale plan of a room, with just a few items of furniture in the room and on the map to play a treasure hunt game, where they are shown the 
hidden treasure on the plan and have to go to find it in the room 

Fieldwork 

Exploration 
• explore their setting’s outdoor area, noticing and naming its features (e.g. play equipment, different areas and surfaces, flower beds) • experience different 

weather conditions and their impact on the environment • examine and discuss natural objects (e.g. leaves, twigs, stones) • explore the immediate local 
area through walks and visits to selected sites 

Recording  
• using small world play or the role play area to represent a visited place • making drawings (e.g. of their favourite place in the outdoor area, what they saw at 

the park) • taking digital photos (e.g. of a collection of natural objects, buildings in the locality) • sequencing photos to recall features seen on a visit or short 
walk • drawing a map (e.g. of the outdoor area) • counting (e.g. cars parked at the start/end of the day) • expressing their feelings about places they visit, 
saying which features they like/dislike 
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KS1 
 Weather and Seasons United Kingdom Coasts 

 

Order the months of the year and recognise 
seasons, spotting similarities and differences 
between them. Find and make up clues to suggest 
which season we are in. Identify the types of 
clothing worn in different weather and compare to 
own experiences of different climates and weather. 
Identify the types of weather we have in the United 
Kingdom and record the daily weather in our area 
using different equipment. reflect on the impact 
the weather has on our activities and explore how 
the weather affects different jobs.  

Locate the United Kingdom on a World map and map of Europe. 
Identify the 4 countries of the UK and locate our home county. 
Identify the four capital cities of the UK and compare and 
contrast their human and physical features. Use maps, 
photographs and fieldwork to compare our local area to a capital 
city of the UK. Write an imaginary postcard from one of the UK’s 
capital cities. 

Trace the outline of the UK coast on a map and identify 
human and physical features, locating the UK’s islands. 
Explore UK coastal settlements: Southwold, Felixstowe, 
Tenby, Dover using photographs and maps. Compare 
coastal settlements to our local area. Compare and 
contrast a non-European country: St Lucia. Undertake 
“virtual” fieldwork on a seaside location, collecting data on 
features found and turn the classroom into a seaside 
holiday, creating patterns and structures with natural 
materials collected from beaches. Use a sand tray, air 
pump and water to investigate how wind, waves and 
currents can change a coastal landscape. 

Mapping 

Environmental Awareness 
v Weather diary / weather report 
Wayfinding 
v Talk about relative location of themselves and 

features in school field. 
Map competency 
v Explore the local school environment and 

undertake seasonal observations.  
v Annotate large scale map of school grounds 

with key features. 
Map interpretation 
v Trace over large scale map. Add photographs 

& symbols. 

Environmental Awareness 
v Compare physical features of UK to Down Ampney. 
Wayfinding 
v Draw a picture map of Down Ampney and its main routes. 
Map competency 
v Locate and label the UK, its countries, its Capital Cities, 

Gloucestershire, Cirencester on a world map, map of Europe 
and UK map. 

v Locate and label North Sea / English Channel, Atlantic Ocean 
on a World map. 

Map interpretation 
v Compare an oblique aerial photograph of Down Ampney to 

a large scale vertical photograph and identify same features. 
v Use online mapping to identify coasts and rivers. 

Environmental Awareness 
v Make coastal models using photographs and maps as 

inspiration. 
v Undertake “virtual” fieldwork to identify coastal 

features. 
Wayfinding 
v Draw picture maps of two contrasting coastal 

locations. 
Map competency 
v Use symbols on large scale maps to identify human 

and physical coastal features. Find a symbol on an OS 
map. 

v Estimate relative differences between locations 
studied. 

v Use an atlas to identify countries with coastlines 
Map interpretation 
v Find similar features on large scale vertical aerial 

photograph and scale outline maps. 

Fieldwork 

v Make a rainfall gauge and record daily rainfall 
on a class pictogram. 

v Observe and record seasonal change of trees 
on school grounds through observational 
drawings and digital photographs. 

v Explore the local area of the school to investigate the range 
of buildings, roads, green spaces and other local features.  

v Relate a large-scale plan (e.g. of the school grounds or a 
local street) to the environment, identifying known features 

v Visit a park or local green space to observe its 
physical and human features and investigate how 
people use and enjoy it and interview local residents 
about their use of this area. Compare to coastal area. 

v Compare environmental issues in coastal areas to 
issues in our locality via observational walks. 
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KS2 

 Rivers United Kingdom South America (Amazon Basin) 

 

Explain what a river is and locate the world’s longest 
rivers on a map. Describe how rivers are used around the 
world. Identify the stages and features of a river, and the 
way that land use changes from the source to the mouth. 
Recognise and explain how human activity affects rivers 
& recognise and explain how flooding affects 
communities. Identify the key characteristics of one of 
the world’s longest rivers, The Amazon River. 

Compare and contrast the different countries of the 
UK. Identify where I live in the UK and locate the UK’s 
major cities. Identify physical characteristics of the 
United Kingdom & how people have affected the 
United Kingdom’s landscape. Describe and explain the 
sorts of industries in which people in the United 
Kingdom work. Understand the different types of 
energy sources used in the United Kingdom. Evaluate 
the advantages and disadvantages of wind energy. 

Locate South America on a world map and identify a 
range of its physical and human features. Locate the 
countries and capital cities of South America, 
comparing time zones and climate to the UK. Compare 
key facts about Brazil with UK and find out if the 
Amazon is the world’s longest river, identifying features 
of the Amazon Basin. Explain the importance of the 
Amazon Rainforest, linking to the schools Eco work. 

Mapping 

Environmental 
awareness 
v Compare 

knowledge of 
different features in 
places in places 
they have visited. 

Wayfinding 
v Draw maps of 

familiar places. 
Map competency 
v Locate and identify 

the world’s 
principal rivers on a 
world map.  

Map interpretation 
v Compare a globe 

with a world map 
and talk about how 
each is useful. 

v Use a street map of 
the local area to 
identify the route 
to the river. 

Environmental awareness 
v Compare knowledge of 

different features in 
places in places they 
have visited. 

v Make a model to show 
an environment. 

Wayfinding 
v Draw maps of familiar 

places. 
Map competency 
v Look for different 

features on an atlas 
map. 

Map interpretation 
v Use aerial images to 

identify the 
characteristics of one of 
the world’s longest 
rivers. 

Environmental 
awareness 
v Make a model to 

show part of the 
local area and how 
it might change (DA 
Green) 

Wayfinding 
v Use atlases to plan 

a road trip around 
the UK. 

Map competency 
v Be introduced to 

conventional map 
symbols and use 
them to find 
features. 

Map interpretation 
v Identify features 

and routes on both 
large scale vertical 
aerial photograph 
and a similar scale 

Environmental awareness 
v Extend awareness of 

variety features of 
different types and 
scales through local 
fieldwork. 

Wayfinding 
v Use atlases to plan a 

road trip around the 
UK, using scale bars. 

Map competency 
v Use evidence from 

maps, aerial images 
and other sources to 
find out about their 
home area and the 
UK’s cities, counties 
and regions. 

v Annotate maps with 
this information.  

Map interpretation 
v See how the same 

features are shown by 

Environmental awareness 
v Compare features of 

the Amazon to 
familiar 
environments. 

Wayfinding 
v Draw their own plans 

of the school, 
identifying the Eco 
areas. 

Map competency 
v Locate The Amazon 

River & Rainforest on 
a map, identifying 
which continent it is 
in. 

v Use a scale bar to 
measure distance 
from UK. 

Map interpretation 
v Compare a globe 

with a world map 
and talk about how 
each is useful. 

Environmental awareness 
v Use appropriate 

geographical terms 
to describe features. 

Wayfinding 
v Make a scaled map 

of the Amazon. 
Map competency 
v Use an atlas index to 

locate The Amazon 
on a map River & 
Rainforest and 
consider the 
significance of its 
location. 

v Measure distance 
from UK using scale 
bar and convert 
from Km to miles. 

v Draw a map and use 
symbols in a key. 

v Use relief maps and 
contour lines to 
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map of own 
locality. 

 

symbols on maps of 
different scales. 

Make a sketch map to show 
some important features 
on a published map. 

explore features of 
the Amazon. 

Map interpretation 
v Compare maps 

showing the Amazon 
at different scales 
and discuss purpose 
of and information 
on maps. 

Fieldwork 

v Investigate and record different weather 
phenomena through observation and by using 
standard measurement devices (e.g. thermometers, 
rain gauges and anemometers). 

v Visit a local stream or river to investigate its physical 
features (e.g. meanders, sites of erosion and 
deposition) and its use by people now and in the 
past. 

v Investigate local buildings, land use, and local 
facilities and explore issues of environmental 
quality and value (e.g. by investigating which 
spaces or places are valued by the local 
community) 

v Designing and conducting fieldwork interviews 
(e.g. to establish the range of views local people 
hold about a proposed development) – Co Op land 
development of DA green land. 

v Use a simplified Likert Scale to record their 
judgements of environmental quality (e.g. in 
streets near the school). 

v Collect, analyse and present quantitative data in 
charts and graphs: changing land use. 

v Explore issues of sustainability in everyday life via 
Eco work (e.g. energy generation and use, water 
supply and use) and how everyday goods (e.g. 
food or clothing) are produced and traded, as well 
as consumption, waste and recycling. 

v Collect, analyse and present quantitative data in 
charts and graphs: Rainforest statistics and land 
use. 

v Investigate and ask questions such as ‘How can 
our school reduce its plastic waste?’ and ‘ How 
can we make our school grounds more bee 
friendly?’ 

 


